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Dear All,

This 57th Edition of ERC Justice Updates, our regular newsletter from the

Edmund Rice Centre, on matters relating to human rights, first nations and

environmental justice.

The world we are  currently living in is uncertain, full of injustice and inequity

and hard to see a bright future for generations to come. One could even say

we are all living on living on the edge of a precipice.

So for them we as an Edmund Rice community must continue to practice

those three tenets of Edmund Rice: Compassion -  Liberation -  Presence.

If you have a story or any material you would like to include in Justice

Updates  - please do send along. 

Please note that if you come up against a paywall in any of the articles below -

please contact me at: mmcinerney@edmundrice.org  and I will send you the

full article.

Previous editions are available at https://www.erc.org.au/newsletters.

https://www.erc.org.au/newsletters
https://www.erc.org.au/newsletters


Peace & Blessings

Marita

Communications Project Officer,

Marita McInerney

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander readers are advised that there may be

articles in this publication with names and images of deceased people.

In an exclusive article entitled 'Government documents reveal Indigenous

infection rates' in the Saturday Paper on 16th October 2021 Rick Morton

reveals some startling facts from confidential briefing documents.

• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders have been infected with

Covid-19 at a rate between almost 2 to 3 times higher higher than

non-Indigenous Australians.

• Nationally, the rate of infections per 100,000 population for

Indigenous people since the start of 2021 is 503 compared with 301

for non-Indigenous Australians. Almost all of these cases are due to

NSW outbreak with 4000 Indigenous cases, ACT had 122 and

Victoria 150.



• Nationally, the most affected age group in this cohort is 30- 39 year

olds with 708  per 100,000 population almost double the rate for

everybody else. In NSW this age  bracket has an infection rate of

more than 2155 cases per 100,000.

• About 80% of all Indigenous infections are in people aged 39 and

under, the largest group being children from birth to age nine,

closely followed by preteens and teenagers.

• Indigenous people in their 30's, 14% of those infected were

hospitalised, for those in their 40's, this was 18%.

• Death rates for those on their 40's was 1% higher than than the "less

than 1%" recorded for this age group in NSW - for those in their 50's

it was double this at 2%.

• In comparisons by age groups the 40 to 60 year age group where

vaccinations are lower and and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

people have an early onset of chronic diseases, the rate of death is

around 3 times that of non-Indigenous people.

Dr. Jason Agostino  a medical adviser to the National Aboriginal

Community Controlled Health Organisation says: "All of this could have

devastating consequences in those affected communities.  This could

have an incredible impact on cultural preservation and transmission of

culture from elders."

If you would like to read the full article please contact me at: mmcinerney

@edmundrice.org.

ON THE ROAD TO COP 26
Important message from Pacific Calling Partnership

With less than 2 weeks to go until the start of COP26, this is a very busy period

for our Pacific Calling Partnership program and of course for the climate

movement as a whole.  This email contains an update of a number of areas we



have been working in.

Is net zero emissions by 2050 enough?

In coming days, Australian PM Scott Morrison is widely expected to commit

Australia to net zero emissions by 2050.  This is good news BUT it is far from

what the science tells us is needed: a dramatic emissions reduction target of

75% by 2030.

Unfortunately the Morrison government remains unwilling to increase

Australia's current, very modest emissions target of 26-28% by 2030.

Please make your views known to the PM on this issue by supporting our Stand

with Tosy campaign -  https://pcp.good.do/standwithtosyandthepacific/Email-to-

Leaders/

The Pacific takes the lead

The Edmund Rice Centre is pleased to announce its formal endorsement of,

and support for, the Pacific COP26 Demands developed by the Pacific Islands

Climate Action Network.

The Pacific COP26 Demands will be launched at a major international webinar

this Friday 22 October at 5pm AEST Time or 6pm Fiji Time.

Click here: https://greenpeace.zoom.us

/j/97253383389?pwd=bkV4djJzTmk4ZDNqWDNlZGtZUzVOQT09#success

to access this webinar (password: 532314) on Friday 22 October at 5pm AEST

Time or 6pm Fiji Time.

The event will feature prominent Pacific leaders, including H.E. Anote Tong,

Former President of Kiribati, Emeline Siale Ilolahia, Executive Director, Pacific

Islands Association of Non Governmental Organizations and Dame Meg Taylor,

Former Secretary General, Pacific Island Forum.

How much should Australia contribute in climate finance?

How Australia responds to climate change over the next decade will determine

the fate of billions of people globally and the stability and prosperity of the

Pacific region. In order to contribute its fair share towards global climate

solutions, a new report led by Oxfam and Action Aid, and supported by the

Edmund Rice Centre, makes a number of recommendations, including the

following:

1. That Australia immediately double its current climate finance to $3billion over

2020-2025, commit an additional $700-$900 million to the Green Climate Fund

by 2023 and scale up its share of climate finance to 12$billion annually by

2030.
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2. That Australia support a standalone finance arm for loss and damage in the

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.

3. That the Australian government channel fossil fuel subsidies into climate

finance.

4. That Australian climate finance prioritise locally led, gender-responsive

projects.

You can read the full report here: https://www.erc.org.au

/fairer_futures_financing_global_climate_solutions?fbclid=IwAR2e3rSpFcIrIpW

_Rm7BZzFKQgNI7yaQGsovmAm_MRlucPdSbvYs7MTo5NA&

utm_campaign=the_pacific_at_cop26&utm_medium=email&utm_source=erc

Finally, we will be keeping you updated of developments ahead and during

COP26, and encourage you to follow our social media channels (PCP on

Facebook , PCP on Instagram or PCP on Twitter).

Many thanks for your ongoing support.

Sincerely,

Corinne Fagueret

Coordinator Pacific Calling Partnership

           Edmund Rice Centre Facebook Post 18th October 2021

Fantastic to see so many people of faith, including our own Claude

Mostowik msc, calling for #climateaction this morning in front of Scott

Morrison's office. #Faiths4Climate

At Scott Morrison’s office people of many faiths meditating and praying
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for the Australian Government to commit to deep emissions reductions.

For the sake of future generations and all living beings urgent action is

needed. Remembering we also need a just transition for impacted

communities.

More details and photos

https://www.facebook.com/ARRCC/

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/climateaction

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/faiths4climate

COP26 is a major test of the Paris Agreement framework. Shutterstock

What is COP26 and why does the fate of Earth, and Australia’s
prosperity, depend on it?
Wesley Morgan, The Conversation, October 14th 2021

   In just over two weeks, more than 100 world leaders will gather in the Scottish

industrial city of Glasgow for United Nations climate change negotiations known

as COP26. Their task, no less, is to decide the fate of our planet.

   This characterisation may sound dramatic. After all, UN climate talks are held

every year, and they’re usually pretty staid affairs. But next month’s COP26

summit is, without doubt, vitally important.

   In the landmark 2015 Paris Agreement, each nation pledged to ramp up their

emissions reduction pledges every five years. We’ve reached that deadline – in
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fact, a one-year delay due to the COVID pandemic means six years have

passed.

   This five-yearly requirement set a framework for countries to reach net-zero

emissions across the global economy by mid-century. The Glasgow summit is

the first real stress test of whether the world can meet that goal.

Global mega-trend toward a clean economy

   The Paris Agreement was the world’s first truly global treaty to cut

greenhouse gas emissions. It set a shared goal for countries to limit global

warming to 1.5℃ above the long-term average.

   The agreement has been signed and ratified by 191 of the world’s 195

countries, giving it near-universal legitimacy.

   But the actual emissions-reduction commitments countries brought to Paris,

known as “Nationally Determined Contributions”, left the world heading toward

3℃ of warming this century. This outcome would be cataclysmic for

ecosystems and human societies.

   That’s why, every five years, countries must bring progressively stronger

pledges to reduce emissions.

   The years since the Paris summit have seen a dramatic shift towards climate

action. Today, countries representing more than two-thirds of the global

economy have set a firm date for achieving net-zero emissions.

   More importantly many jurisdictions – including the United States, United

Kingdom, European Union, Japan and Canada – have substantially

strengthened their 2030 targets. This constitutes a powerful market signal,

driving a global reallocation of private and public investment from fossil fuels

toward clean energy solutions.

Read full story

https://theconversation.com/what-is-cop26-and-why-does-the-fate-of-earth-and-

australias-prosperity-depend-on-it-169648

UN recognition of human right to healthy environment gives hope
for planet’s future – human rights expert

   GENEVA (8 October 2021)  ̶  The Human Rights Council’s recognition today
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of the human right to a healthy environment is a historic breakthrough that has

the potential to improve the life of everyone on the planet, says David Boyd, UN

special rapporteur on human rights and environment.

   “The world’s future looks a little bit brighter today,” Boyd said. “The United

Nations, in an historical development, has for the first time recognised that

everyone, everywhere, has a human right to live in a safe, clean, healthy and

sustainable environment.

   “This has life-changing potential in a world where the global environmental

crisis causes more than nine million premature deaths every year,” he said. “It

will spark constitutional changes and stronger environmental laws, with positive

implications for air quality, clean water, healthy soil, sustainably produced food,

green energy, climate change, biodiversity and the use of toxic substances.”

   Boyd thanked five Council members – Costa Rica, the Maldives, Morocco,

Slovenia and Switzerland – for bringing the resolution to adoption after civil

society and communities, including  environmental, human rights, youth,

women’s and indigenous peoples, had fought for it for 30 years.

   Recognition of this right had also been endorsed by UN Secretary General

António Guterres, High Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet and

15 UN agencies, and was supported by young activists, business groups and

more than 1,300 civil society organisations from around the world.

   “This resolution is especially important for all of the environmental human

rights defenders working, often at great personal risk, to safeguard the land, air,

water and ecosystems that we all depend on,” Boyd said. “It is also vital for the

people and communities who suffer disproportionate impacts of environmental

degradation, including women, children, indigenous and other potentially

vulnerable and marginalized populations.”

   Boyd urged governments to incorporate the right to a safe, clean, healthy and

sustainable environment in their constitutions and legislation. He urged leaders

who will meet at the UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) in Glasgow, UK

starting at the end of the month, and at the UN conference on biodiversity

(COP 15) starting in Kunming, China, next week, to put human rights at the

centre of their actions.

   “In a world that too often emphasizes the differences between people, the

right to a healthy environment reflects a fundamental truth that should unite us

all,” Boyd said.

   “Everyone’s health and quality of life depends on clean air, safe water,

sustainably produced food, a stable climate, and healthy biodiversity and

ecosystems. We are all extraordinarily fortunate to live on this miraculous

planet, and we must use the right to a healthy environment to ensure



governments, businesses and people do a better job of taking care of the home

that we all share.”

Read More:

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages

/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=27633&LangID=E

The mental health toll for Indigenous people working in Indigenous affairs is often unseen. Photograph: Lukas Coch/AAP

The cycle of Indigenous trauma continues in the workplace.
Diversity policies are not the answer



Mandy Braddick, The Guardian Indigenous X, October 8th 2021

Indigenous employees working in Indigenous affairs are living the stories

at home and at work, and that comes at a cost

   Cultural safety at work is an important topic in our community – we see the

impact it has on our people. It is not a tick the box exercise or a set and forget

policy that sits on the intranet. It is about a deliberate and determined

commitment to understand and rectify behaviour sets that give rise to cultural

harm to Indigenous people within the company. Despite companies having

diversity and inclusion policies, we see the continued compounding of trauma in

the workplace.

   These are the conversations that a new podcast is bringing forward – the

conversations that Indigenous people are having with one another, and that

might not be heard or listened to in corporations and organisations.

   IndigenousX Presents: Blak Nation has recently looked at how Aboriginal and

Torres Strait Islanders are managing trauma and wellness in the spaces where

they work and live. The episode Indigenous Journalism and Trauma addresses

the need to recognise the experiences of Indigenous employees working in the

area of Indigenous affairs, particularly highlighting the trauma that is so

embedded in Indigenous issues due to colonisation and forced assimilation, as

well as the suppression of bureaucratic systems and covert racism that affects

Indigenous employees.

   The podcast guests discussed the ethical responsibility and accountability

that Indigenous employees carry in regards to their communities when they

work in these spaces, and the changes that need to be worked through for

employers to value the wellbeing of their Indigenous employees working within

Indigenous affairs and the work environment that comes with it.

   The mental health costs of working in these spaces is often unseen, as is the

cost of self determination as an Indigenous employee working within the

structures of an organisation for the main goal of closing the inequality gaps

across this nation. There is an emotional attachment for Indigenous employees

working in Indigenous affairs, because they are living the stories day in and day

out in their own families and communities, as well as in their work. The burden

of best knowing how to respond to a situation means this work isn’t just a

9-5pm job.

   Often the burden of having that specialised cultural knowledge leaves the

employee burned out. They may be unacknowledged for their expertise and

traumatised by coming up against barriers in workplaces unfit to deal with

spaces of trauma.



Read full story & details of Podcast

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/oct/08/the-cycle-of-

indigenous-trauma-continues-in-the-workplace-diversity-policies-are-not-the-

answer?utm_term=ba1a77adb3bfd22f29600a448ac579a8&

utm_campaign=GuardianTodayAUS&utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&

CMP=GTAU_email

Children at the Wangkamadla culture camp at Pilungah. (Supplied: Bush Heritage Australia)

Far West QLD Reserve renamed to honour cultural significance
Mikele Syron, NITV News, 15th October 2021

The reserve on Wangkalmadla Country will be renamed to reflect its

cultural significance and the strong connection its Traditional Owners

have to the spot.

   A far western Queensland reserve has been renamed to recognise its

significant connection to the Wangkamadla people.

   Cravens Peak Reserve is now known as 'Pilungah', which was the name of

the sacred spring that sat within the 233,000-hectare property, nearly Boulia.

   The spring had been destroyed by a previous owner but will now be

honoured through the renaming.

   Wangkamadla woman and Bush Heritage board member Avelina Tarrago told

NITV News that the renaming of the space was a celebration and also a

conversation starter.

   "The connection we have is indescribable, it reflects a sense of belonging and

the connection to culture, our old people, and the dreamings that run through

those lands so to have recognition is important," she said.

   "It is a step toward decolonisation and it really acknowledges the true history

of this Country.



   "Because our culture is mostly oral when our old people pass away the

language sometimes disappears, so for future generations it is so important to

preserve traditional names of places, not only to preserve language but for our

young people to know these places and what they're called when our old

people aren't around to tell these tales."

   The announcement follows the Wangkamadla people being awarded native

title over more than 2.9 million hectares of land stretching from Bedourie across

to the Northern Territory border, three months ago.

   Ms Tarrago said that she encouraged the reversion to traditional names and

acknowledged that Pilungah had long been known by that before it was

officially renamed.

    "Our old people have walked these sand dunes for many many generations,"

she said.

Read full story

https://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/article/2021/10/15/far-west-qld-reserve-renamed-

honour-cultural-

significance?fbclid=IwAR01kGdxnhBNKkeR6XmqR9tVPZnzlLviMS4AVJW-

wlinbW2coyC2mn_1pTg

As PNG Offshore Detention Ends, Australia Abandons Its
Remaining Detainees
Paul Gregoire, Sydney Criminal Lawyers, 12th October 2021

   Proving she’s just as substantial a human rights abuser as her predecessor

Peter Dutton, home affairs minister Karen Andrews announced on 6 October

that her government will be abandoning the remaining 120-odd asylum seekers

in Papua New Guinea, after detaining them there for 8 years.
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   Andrews outlined that our country is bringing an end to the offshore

processing and warehousing agreement it has had with PNG since July 2013. It

will come to an end on the last day of this year, with the island nation then

having “full responsibility for those who remain”.

   “Prior to 31 December 2021, Australia will support anyone subject to regional

processing arrangements in PNG who wishes to voluntarily transfer to Nauru,”

states the home affairs minister. “PNG will provide a permanent migration

pathway for those wishing to remain in PNG.”

   Throughout her press release, Andrews refers to the asylum seekers as

having “illegally” attempted to enter Australia by boat, when, in actuality, it’s

their right to seek asylum under the 1951 Refugee Convention.

   Indeed, the International Criminal Court condemned Australia over the

illegalities surrounding its offshore detention regime in February last year, not

those imprisoned within it.

An enduring form of torture

   The 124 men being abandoned in PNG were held in Australia’s notorious

Manus Island immigration detention centre from around 2013, until that nation’s

Supreme Court ruled the facility unconstitutional in 2016, which led to it being

closed the following year.

   Since then, asylum seekers in PNG have been detained in various facilities

and alternative places of detention. And whilst there is talk of PNG facilitating

the resettlement of the remaining men in third countries, on our part, the only

option being provided is joining other long-term detainees on Nauru.

Read full Story

https://www.sydneycriminallawyers.com.au/blog/as-png-offshore-detention-

ends-australia-abandons-its-remaining-detainees

/?fbclid=IwAR1Y8IGyN35n0s9lFD99cPkX2DyZtUiGjwxo12oUOJ0pFH9-

f4oWZ20vhUo
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Evacuees from Afghanistan arrived in Australia via a Royal Australian Air Force flight. Source: Department of Defence

More than 100,000 Afghans apply for Australian humanitarian
visas
Tom Stayner SBS News, 11th October 2021

The soaring demand for humanitarian visas to come to Australia

highlights the “absolute horror” of the situation in Afghanistan, refugee

advocates say.

   More than 100,000 Afghans are estimated to have applied for a humanitarian

visa to come to Australia since the fall of Kabul, officials have revealed to a

Senate hearing.

   The figure demonstrates the overwhelming demand from Afghans seeking

protection still left behind following the Australian government’s evacuation

mission in August.

   Speaking before the Senate committee into Australia's involvement in

Afghanistan, Department of Home Affairs official David Wilden described the

inundation of visa requests witnessed in recent weeks.

   “We have 26,000 applications which is well in excess of 100,000 people

applying,” he told the committee.

   “Everyone coming on these visas will be a humanitarian entrant.”  

   The reason for the discrepancy is most of these visa applications have

multiple people attached to them - usually close family members.

   The committee also heard some people had been unwilling to depart Kabul

because they were still trying to get visas for family members who they wanted

to bring out with them.

   Director and Principal Solicitor of the Refugee Advice and Casework Service

Sarah Dale said the demand demonstrated the desperate need for help from

those seeking protection in Afghanistan.

   “It demonstrates the level of absolute horror that people are experiencing in

Afghanistan - it demonstrates that people are desperate to find a safe place,”

she told SBS News.

   “They are desperate to find a pathway to safety for their families and ... many

people have that connection to Australia.”

Read full story:

https://www.sbs.com.au/news/more-than-100-000-afghans-apply-for-australian-

humanitarian-visas/defc7e00-e72b-4ab9-8a94-5212a1424a95

https://www.sbs.com.au/news/more-than-100-000-afghans-apply-for-australian-humanitarian-visas/defc7e00-e72b-4ab9-8a94-5212a1424a95
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/more-than-100-000-afghans-apply-for-australian-humanitarian-visas/defc7e00-e72b-4ab9-8a94-5212a1424a95
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/more-than-100-000-afghans-apply-for-australian-humanitarian-visas/defc7e00-e72b-4ab9-8a94-5212a1424a95
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/more-than-100-000-afghans-apply-for-australian-humanitarian-visas/defc7e00-e72b-4ab9-8a94-5212a1424a95


Maria Ressa. (Image: AP Photo/Aaron Favila)

Nobel Peace Prize recipients Maria Ressa and Dmitry Muratov
have some lessons for Australia
Stuart Rees, Pearls & Irritations, 13th October 2021

Australian journalists should try imitating the extreme courage of Nobel

Peace Price winners Maria Ressa and Dmitry Muratov — justice needs to

be done on many issues.

 For safeguarding freedom of expression, journalists Maria Ressa from the

Philippines and Dmitry Muratov from Russia have been awarded the 2021

Nobel Peace Prize. This brilliant choice recognises the value of opposition to

abuses of power. Regarding the place of courage in public life, it also heralds

lessons for Australia.

   As journalists in authoritarian regimes, Ressa and Muratov risked their

homes, their careers and lives. It took great courage to do so.

   Human Rights Watch reports that under Philippines dictator Rodrigo Duterte,

between 7000 and 8000 Filipinos have been killed in his war on drugs. Police,

military and judicial institutions closed ranks in support of Duterte who

instructed Philippine National Police to shoot those who opposed his policies.

   Via her media company Rappler, Ressa investigated these deaths and

conducted pioneering work on cyber harassment, online trolls and

disinformation. Her concern with truths characterises a commitment to high

quality journalism and to respect for basic tenets of democracy.

   Duterte has fostered a dangerous authoritarian culture. The Washington Post

reports that criticism of the government hasn’t been allowed since 1992, adding

coercion guarantees citizen compliance and 87 Filipino journalists have been

killed.

   Ressa says that being chosen for the Nobel Prize shows “how we’re going to



win the battle for truth, the battle for facts. We hold the line … Freedom of press

is the foundation of every single right we have as a Filipino citizen.”

   In Russia, Muratov has also confronted a dangerous anti democratic political

culture. He edits Novaya Gazeta, a newspaper which survives in spite of

President Vladimir Putin’s determination to stifle signs of a free press.

   Faced with reminders of the assassination of his colleagues, the extent of

Muratov’s stamina and courage is salutary.

   Since the turn of the century, many of the 60 murdered Russian journalists,

including Anna Politkovskaya and Natalia Estemirova, were Muratov’s

colleagues. US non-government organisation Freedom House reports that less

well known opposition figures have been eliminated together, along with well-

known opposition figures Boris Nemtsov, Sergei Yushenkov, Alexander

Litvinenko and the lawyer Sergei Magnitsky.

Read full Story

https://johnmenadue.com/nobel-peace-prize-recipients-maria-ressa-and-dmitry-

muratov-have-some-lessons-for-australia/

REFLECTIONS

We are vulnerable on all sides, in and out, up and down, past, present, and future. We

fear vulnerability. It takes a great deal of living to discover that, actually, vulnerability

comes to us more as friend than as enemy. Vulnerability may be the greatest strength we

have. Vulnerability bonds us to one another and makes us a community in league with life.

Because we need one another, we live looking for good in others, without which we

ourselves can not survive, will not grow, can not become what we ourselves have the

potential to be. [Change in our lives and in our communities cannot happen without this].

Vulnerability is the gift given to us to enable us to embed ourselves in the universe. We

are born dependent and spend the rest of our lives coming to wholeness. It is a delicate

and dangerous process, requiring and untold amount of support and an amazing degree

of forgiveness as we stumble and grope our way from one new part of life to another.

Vulnerability, in fact, is the one hallmark of life which, try as we might, we can not cure.

Vulnerability, therefore is clearly part of the spiritual process, clearly part of the human

endeavor.    Joan D. Chittister from Heart of Flesh

https://johnmenadue.com/nobel-peace-prize-recipients-maria-ressa-and-dmitry-muratov-have-some-lessons-for-australia/
https://johnmenadue.com/nobel-peace-prize-recipients-maria-ressa-and-dmitry-muratov-have-some-lessons-for-australia/
https://johnmenadue.com/nobel-peace-prize-recipients-maria-ressa-and-dmitry-muratov-have-some-lessons-for-australia/
https://johnmenadue.com/nobel-peace-prize-recipients-maria-ressa-and-dmitry-muratov-have-some-lessons-for-australia/


                  Jamberoo Abbey Facebook Post 11th October 2021

Monday Reflection for the "daily service" of our lives...

daily service

almost an altar

at the wellspring of a shrine

where beauty now rests

in the simple tasks

as spirit is encountered

at the kitchen sink

here each daily act

is offered up as a prayer

invoking divine

here mundane is met

each day as ceremony

of what is real

here ordinary

is expressed as a blessing

of peace that's bestowed

~ John Egan

Pace - e - Bene Nonviolence Inspirations



"May we begin to reimagine a world where we see no stranger, where no

person is disposable—and emerge from this pandemic ready to remake

the systems that crush us."  Valarie Kaur

"Peace where: despair and divisiveness no longer threaten the human

race, ignorance and injustice find no friendly place, vision and striving

strengthen and thread human destiny, diversity of thoughts and ideas is a

cherished treasure.

Peace where: reason and truths herald triumphs, dignity and justice are

sacred rights, love transcends all colors and separating walls, hope and

freedom are an eternal flame."    excerpt of Sikh Prayer for Peace

"There is a yearning in the heart for peace. Because of the wounds and

rejections we have received in past relationships, we are frightened by the

risks. In our fear, we discount the dream of authentic community as

merely visionary. But there are rules by which people can come back

together, by which the old wounds can be healed. The purpose of

Community Building is to teach these rules—to make hope real again—

and to make the vision actually manifest in a world which has almost

forgotten the glory of what it means to be human."   M. Scott Peck, MD

We acknowledge the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples of Australia as the traditional owners

and custodians of the land. We commit ourselves to actively work alongside them for reconciliation and

justice. We pay our respects to the Elders; past, present and future. As we take our next step we

remember the first footsteps taken on this sacred land.

The Edmund Rice Centre wholeheartedly supports and endorses the

ULURU STATEMENT FROM THE HEART

and urges all Australians to get behind this wonderful statement.

https://www.facebook.com/EdmundRiceCentre/
https://www.facebook.com/EdmundRiceCentre/
https://twitter.com/ercaus?lang=en
https://twitter.com/ercaus?lang=en
https://www.erc.org.au/
https://www.erc.org.au/
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